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Southern Theory Social Science And
Beginning with an examination of the hidden assumptions of modern general theory, Southern
Theory looks to the ‘southern' social experience and the theories that have emerged from Australia,
Indigenous peoples, Latin America, India, Africa, Islam and other post-colonial societies, as sources
of important and vital contributions to world ...
Southern Theory: Social Science And The Global Dynamics Of ...
Southern Theory is a major new work in social theory, drawing on anthropology, history,
psychology, philosophy, economics and cultural studies, with wide-ranging implications for the
social sciences in the 21st century.
Southern Theory: Social Science And The Global Dynamics Of ...
“Southern theory” is a term I use for social thought from the societies of the global South. It’s not
necessarily about the global South, though it often is. Intellectuals from colonial and postcolonial
societies have also produced important analyses of global-North societies, and of worldwide
structures (e.g. Raúl Prebisch and Samir Amin).
Southern Theory | Raewyn Connell
With a focus on HIV social science, we show that investigators working in and from Africa have
produced and disseminated knowledge fundamental to the global domain of HIV research, and
argue that their epistemological contribution may be understood within the framework of Southern
theory.
Incursions from the epicentre: Southern theory, social ...
Raewyn Connell (2007) Southern Theory: The Global Dynamics of Knowledge in Social Science,
Cambridge: Polity Press. Su-ming Khoo lectures in the School of Political Science and Sociology,
National University of Ireland, Galway.
Southern Theory: The Global Dynamics of Knowledge in ...
In Southern Theory leading sociologist Raewyn Connell presents the case for a new 'world social
science' - one that is inclusive of many voices - by arguing for a more democratic global recognition
of social theory from societies outside the dominant European and North American metropole.
Southern Theory - Raewyn Connell - 9781741753578 - Allen ...
Incursions from the epicentre: Southern theory, social science, and the global HIV research domain
Rebecca Hodes1* and Robert Morrell2 1AIDS and Society Research Unit, University of Cape Town,
Rondebosch, Cape Town, South Africa 2Office of the Vice-Chancellor, University of Cape Town,
Rondebosch, Cape Town, South Africa
Incursions from the epicentre: Southern theory, social ...
In Southern Theory Raewyn Connell presents the case for a new 'world social science' - one that is
inclusive of many voices - by arguing for a more democratic global recognition of social theory from
societies outside the dominant European and North American metropole.
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